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October 16, 2020, 06:38:34 PM Welcome, Guest Author Theme: 1.0 Centralized Climate Control (v1.5.0 - October 21st '18) (Read 135362 times) Page 2 Centralized Climate Control Method - A Basic Guide to Setting Up ColdToad Guid to Show How to Make the Pipe System in a Centralized Climate Control System. Page 2 temperature management is an important part of a productive colony.
Temperature mainly affects the mood of pawns, food and damage to corpses, as well as the growth of plants. In some biomes, outdoor temperatures can reach death highs, lows or both depending on the season - pawns must wear appropriate clothing to survive long periods of time outdoors. Temperature also plays an important role and depends on many things in the world generation. Extreme cold or
heat can even kill animals, and extreme heat can cause and withstand fires. The basics of Cold Temperatures preserve food and corpses, slowing down the spoiling. Freezing temperatures keep food and corpses indefinitely, but can also cause hypothermia in living animals and eventually freeze them to death. Warm temperatures rot food and corpses, and extreme heat causes heat stroke, which can also
lead to death. Outdoor temperatures usually fluctuate slowly during the day and season and are limited by the climate of your biome. Be careful though, because unpredictable events like cold snap and volcanic winter can also change the outdoor temperature unexpectedly. Colonists are sensitive when sleeping and becoming unhappy in a mildly cold or hot bedroom. Clothes can isolate from extreme
temperatures and make pawns more comfortable when awake. Faced with extreme temperatures, colonists automatically search for and equip any suitable clothing they can find in the warehouse. All rooms in the room have their own temperature, which can be seen by the mouse above it. The temperature in the room can be controlled through the structures in the temperature menu. Keep in mind that
heat is transmitted between rooms as well as outside through roofs, walls and doors. Large temperature changes, open doors, open roofs and long thin rooms can make temperature difficult to adjust. Larger rooms have more heat mass and their temperature changes more slowly than in small rooms. The temperature/transfer of heat in the room occurs instantly, regardless of the size of the room. This
means that long corridors can be used to transmit heat easily through a large base. Double thick walls and intermediate rooms act as an insulator and slow heat transfer- try using a hallway or pantry to protect bedrooms and work rooms from extreme temperatures. Any room that borders an open area conveys more heat, and is usually closer to the temperature on the open even if the room is bordered by
hard rocks. Try not to build long thin corridors connecting to the street, or leave large solid stone clusters inside your base. This will increase the surface area to an outdoor temperature and make the temperature in the room more difficult to manage. Cut off the outer corridors using doors and mine cliffs until all traces of the open area disappear. Management Temperature management is important for any
colony, regardless of climate. It can be simply managed with a good power source and the following structure: Cooler Cooler is primarily used to lower indoor temperature. It has two states of energy consumption: low and high. In its low condition, the cooler does not produce heat or cold, but still requires 20 w. It can be used to lower the temperature of the room to a comfortable 20 degrees Celsius (room
temperature) in the summer or create a walk in the freezer for your food. In hot biomes such as desert or rainforest, having comfortable air conditioning is a necessity for any base. Coolers are heat pumps that produce both the cold side and the hot side. The hot side is rarely useful and should be aimed at open space so as not to cause inconvenience to your colony. The cooler is theoretically able to cool
one square by about 1,800 kelvins. But this is not a linear relationship as the room is always exchanged with the adjacent rooms and/or outside. Example: In a realistic installation, this means that it can cool the room with 50 squares on average about 36 K per square. Thus, a room with 50 squares and an external temperature of 60 degrees Celsius (140 degrees Fahrenheit) can be cooled to a comfortable
24 degrees Celsius (75.2 degrees Fahrenheit) or something near that with one cooler. The freezer freezer is the easiest use of coolers for the starting colony. Building one is as easy as making a room and replacing some wall tiles with coolers. Directly the floor area directs the cold blue cooler area inside the room and hot red tiles. Choose colder temperature options and lower their target temperature to
keep them below 0 degrees Celsius (32 degrees Fahrenheit). As the room cools any food left inside will disintegrate more slowly until it freezes. Frozen foods will remain fresh indefinitely and will not carry any other benefit or punishment when eaten. Freezer Tips Building freezers that can tolerate extreme heat, due to biome or heat, can be challenging. The type of material used to build walls doesn't matter
because they all have the same insulation values. However, increasing the walls from 1-thick to 2-thick dramatically improves insulation, but the thickness behind the 2-thick has no noticeable effect. Never block the enter of the cooler or exhaust port, otherwise it will not function. Freezers lose a lot of cooling through the doors as the pawns open them. This loss can be compensated by having doors
arranged in sequence, one by one, at exit points, in an airlock-like fashion. Losses can be considered by mousing over sections of the gateway, See the temperature. Using doors rather than motorways can help reduce the cooling lost, although it slows down colonists. The hot end of Cooler is good for a climate where temperatures rarely get above 20 degrees Celsius (68 degrees Fahrenheit) and almost
never above 30 degrees Celsius (86 degrees Fahrenheit). Instead of pointing the hot end of the freezer outside, point it straight into your base. This will increase your energy efficiency and can save a few on heaters. Passive Cooler Passive Cooler is a very low-tech option automatically unlocked for breeding starts. They work in the same power as Cooler, and cool the room to a very comfortable 15
degrees Celsius for 5 days. It needs to be fueled when it runs out of fuel. Passive coolers are the life saviour in very hot climates as they can be quickly built, immune to electrical events and easily massaged in the heat. Use passive coolers to keep your living quarters survivable and the chilling rooms surrounding the freezer to further protect the products inside. The heater heater is used to increase the
temperature of the room. It has two states of energy consumption: low and high. In its low condition, the heater does not produce heat, but still requires 18 W. It can be used to raise the temperature of the room to a pretty 20 degrees Celsius (68 degrees Fahrenheit) (room temperature) in winter or create a walk in a heat trap for your enemies. In any cold biome, such as tundra, a heater is a necessity for
any base. The heater (theoretically) is able to heat one square by about 1,800 Kelvins. But this is not a linear relationship as the room is always exchanged with the adjacent rooms and/or outside. This heat pipeline effect can be quite noticeable in a very cold or hot environment. Example: In a realistic installation, this means that it can heat a room with 50 squares with an average of about 36 K per square.
Thus, a room with 50 squares and an external temperature of -10 degrees Celsius (14 degrees Fahrenheit) can be heated to a comfortable 26 degrees Celsius (78.8 degrees Fahrenheit) or something near that with one heater. Bonfire Bonfires is a quick and dirty solution to produce heat in a hurry. They do not require energy, but are temporary structures and must be updated with wood every few days.
Otherwise, they produce the same amount of heat as an electric heater. They cannot raise the temperature to more than 30 degrees Celsius (86 degrees Fahrenheit). The vents carry part of the temperature from one room to another room. It acts structurally as a wall for individual rooms, and it supports the roof. Placing a vent requires open space on both sides (without solid structures such as walls). The
plan can be laid on top of the existing wall; The wall is replaced during construction. Placing several vents along the wall increases moderate transmission. A comprehensive study of furniture is required to build. The vents can have any building in front of it, but there are no walls. The vents work best when connected directly to a climate-controlled room. Attempt to chain the ventilation Through small rooms
will result in each subsequent room becoming less efficient climate control, and the connection to the corridor will not work well if the corridor is locked with doors. The vent can be assigned to the closed, the action carried out by the colonists, assigned to shake off. Steam geysers steam geyser heat the indoor hall even when covered with a geothermal generator. They are extremely useful for heating in a
frozen climate, but can overheat indoor space in warmer biomes. The weapon of fire that Fires such as a Molotov cocktail and incendiary launcher can be used to quickly generate heat inside the colony. Under normal conditions it is a bad idea because fires quickly bring your base to unbearable temperatures. However, in a bitter Arctic climate without wood and inadequate heaters, this weapon is your last
protection from freezing to death. Project your colonist and get them to open fire on empty space, or burn spare corpses and rags to increase the heat power. Doors similar to double thick walls, double doors (not side by side, rather as on the way of travel), improve insulation and reduce temperature. The door can be left permanently open (check the door to keep open and the pawn pass) to help control
the temperature. Open doors allow you to quickly equalize the temperature between rooms or outdoors for outdoor doors. Equalize through open doors is less powerful than air vents. Extreme temperature effects Maximum temperature is 1000 degrees Celsius (1832 degrees Fahrenheit), and the minimum is -270 degrees Celsius (-454 degrees Fahrenheit), which is very close to absolute zero. The
minimum temperature is not found during normal obscure gameplay, but fires in small enclosed spaces can reach maximum temperature. The gearbox also shows cumulative statistics about comfortable temperatures. There is an orange glow when hovering over very hot areas to help you identify them. In these areas it is so hot that flammable objects will spontaneously light up, and pawns will be burned
by overheating air. On pawns the temperature below the minimum comfortable temperature of the pawn or above their maximum comfortable temperature will cause them discomfort with the mood of the debuffs and in extreme cases can lead to death. A simple medicine for any affected colonist to return them to a normal temperature environment. This process can be accelerated by forcing the colonist to
the opposite extreme, such as putting heat stroke victims in the freezer to cool off. Diseases include: Heat stroke - caused by prolonged exposure to heat. Burns - caused by exposure to extreme heat or contact with fire. Hypothermia - caused by prolonged exposure to cold. Frostbite - damage to the limbs caused by prolonged exposure to cold. At objects such as wooden structures and furniture, the
objects will ignite as soon as they reach a sufficiently high temperature, depending on the flammability of their material. All types of stones and uranium have their flammability set to 0%, and so objects made of them will not ignite or burn at any temperature. Steel, plastic, silver, gold and jade are flammable as materials, but not as objects. Extreme cold does not have Impact on objects most foods and plant
matter deteriorate depending on temperature, and become chilled at temperatures below 10 degrees Celsius (50 degrees Fahrenheit), slowing down the spoiling process. When the temperature reaches freezing (0 degrees Celsius (32 degrees Fahrenheit), they freeze and completely stop spoiling. be considered with temperature: pawn limits, bedroom pawn limits (which exclude clothing values), workbench
limits, plant limits. For example, pawns with the highest and lowest temperatures can survive much higher and lower temperatures for plant growth and the temperature range of most workplaces. In extreme heat, even spontaneous combustion of building material becomes a problem. The maximum value of 1000 degrees Celsius (235 degrees Celsius Elements spontaneously light up 50 degrees Celsius
Animals Maximum Temperature 44 degrees Celsius Plant Growth slowed 30 degrees Celsius Maximum Temperature 26 degrees Celsius Human Upper Limit 21 Degrees Celsius and Cooler by default target 16 degrees by default man Limit 15 C Passive Cooler mine temperature 10-1'C Plant growth and food spoils slowed by 5C bad temperature bench modifier 0C Plant growth and food spoils stopped -10
C Most plants die -273 C Minimum Value Room Temperature Mechanics Temperature Mechanics Temperature calculations occur once in 120 games ticks. Fahrenheit is just another way of displaying the same absolute value. seems to be measured with extreme precision. Outdoors from -9 degrees Celsius (15.8 degrees Fahrenheit) and room 2000 degrees Celsius (3632 degrees Fahrenheit) have a
difference around -9555.292C Outer Spaces that are not closed just counted outside. The external temperature is completely determined by the climate and the narrator. No amount of heat adding/removal can change it, even Mod Tools can change it by simply adding/removing heat to an outdoor room - if they don't install it for the entire map, nothing will happen. Proximity to heat sources is not a mater.
Instead, the value is out. Despite this open is still used like any other next room for wall leveling. And often the most important room for this mater. Rooms can be in one of 3 states: Unroofed (not a single roof tile). This means that it will simply use outdoor temperatures. It still counts as a room for most game mechanics, but for temeperature mechanics every active tick it will set outdoor temperatures no
matter the difference. completely covered (all the tiles in the room have roof tiles). These rooms are completely subject to heating, cooling and temperature to equalize partially indoor (uses outdoor temperature), while this room seems to maintain the temperature while stopped, the next tick to equalize just to set it at the outside temperature as completely unroof one partially roof (not to use the outer
temperature) Although there will be a significant equalization through the (no) roof, the room still has its own calculation The exact point of switching between this and uses outdoors is not static and seems to be changing with roomsizes. Perhaps something based on the summed up value is not a roof value. 1/4 of all shingles seems to be the limit. Passive by equalizing this to equalize through walls and
roofs. The walls will be equal to the room on the other side. It can be another fully implemented room or just outdoors. If other others not outdoors that the room will also call to this room. The material of the walls doesn't matter. Wood is as isolated as any stone or metal. And non-dominant stones are equally effective. The surface area seems to matter. Basically, the game uses a 2D version of the
square/cube law, with walls taking away the surface area space and the size of the room taking place volume. As such square rooms are most effective at maintaining temperature. The second layer doubles the temperature through the walls. Adding more than the 2nd layer of the wall doesn't seem to have any effect. Furniture acts very variable for this and even just the definition of what the room is.
Nutritional dispensers are one of the few elements working all the way for the purposes of equalizing Wall example leveling values at -9555.208C Difference: 1x1: -161.470 'C 2x2: -81,235'C 3x3 : --C 54.157'C 4x4: -40.618'C 5x5: -32.494'C 6x6: -27.078'C 7x7: -23.210 Double Wall Values at -9555.208C Difference: 1x1: -81.234'C 2x2: -40.617'C 3x3: -27.078'C 4x4 : -20.309'C 5x5: -16.247'C 6x6: -13.539'C
7x7: -11,605'C Roof is the main part with equalizing with outdoor temperature. It will always equal with the outdoor temperature, no matter what the room borders. However, the level of equation is also constant for all room sizes at the same temperature difference. There are 4 main types of roof: unroofed Built (Thin Roof) Thin Rock (Thin Roof) Thick Rock Thin Roof with a difference of -9555.208C is -
57,331 C. unroofed tiles looked at in relation to the total number of roof tiles. With at least one-fourth of the unroofed room simply equals to the outdoor temperature at the next tick. Thick roof isolate just like a thin roof. However, they also add a cooling effect if the room temperature is above about 15 degrees Celsius (59 degrees Fahrenheit); This effect is extremely small compared to other sources,
however active by equating while vents, coolers and open doors still keep the rooms divided, they also equalize the temperature at a very high rate. This speed, unfortunately, is not displayed on any tooltip. Torches, bonfires, heaters and passive coolers will directly change room temperature instead, adding/removing the heat of each tick equalization according to their settings/current state. State.
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